
NFL POWER RANKINGS
Week 6 Dave Burns

RANK TEAM COMMENT

1 Chiefs No change at the top. Chiefs are the clear class of the league so far. 

2 Packers Aaron Rodgers is either a magician or an assassian. Or both. 

3 Falcons Bye week and shake up at the top caused Falcons to fly north on my list. 

4 Eagles They're probably not this good but they're the top seed in the NFC right now. 

5 Patriots Silenced the masses with the win on Thursday. Lucky Folk missed three FG.

6 Seahawks Tough win against a Rams team that gives them problems.

7 Broncos Next up, the Chargers and the Giants. 

8 Panthers When he's not insulting an entire gender Cam is doing good thing on a football field. 

9 Cowboys What was Dak supposed to do? Go down at the one yard line?

10 Steelers Big Ben is old and tired? Welcome to the party pal. 

11 Rams Done in by 5 turnovers. Would have had big early lead in the division if they had won.

12 Redskins I wasn't going to put them this high but their two losses are to quality teams. 

13 Jags Maybe Calais made the right call after all. 

14 Texans Watson continues to open eyes. Real shame about the defensive injuries. 

15 Lions Good to see former Cards TE Darren Fells making a difference. 

16 Raiders Three game losing streak. 

17 Bucs A good team being undone by kicking woes. Sounds familiar. 

18 Bills Part of a big traffic jam on top of the AFC East. 

19 Ravens Defense forced Bills into a bad day. 

20 Bengals New Offensive Coordinator appears to be making a difference. 

21 Vikings When RG3 is tweeting about how injured a QB looks, you know it's bad. 

22 Saints AP is gone. Rearranging deck chairs or did they rid themselves of a distraction?

23 Titans Been in free fall ever since the Seattle game. 

24 Cardinals Acquiring AP feels like a peronnel department Hail Mary. 

25 Jets Tied for first. Screen shot that while you can. 

26 Colts Both of their wins are against winless teams.

27 Dolphins Offense has scored 3 TD in four games. 

28 Bears Trubisky was okay, showed flashes. 

29 49ers Rallied from down 23-9 to at least force overtime.

30 Chargers Ends nine game losing streak dating back to last year

31 Giants Number of out-for-the-season WR: 3. Number of wins: 0

32 Browns 1


